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Repositioning for tech start-up fuels
$136 million acquisition

Digital Furnace, an early-stage technology start-up,
had developed a very promising technology for
delivering voice over cable TV networks. They hired
Markets Worldwide to help them create a company
identity and brand, position the company and tech-
nology in the marketplace, and build an integrated
marketing program in preparation for an IPO or
acquisition.

Working with the company founders and product
development team, we built an understanding of
the potential markets and value chains, and began
creating company positioning. Although Digital
Furnace’s customers would be electronic compo-
nent or cable product manufacturers, we deter-
mined that the manufacturers’ customers—the cable
operators—were the key market to address to create
the pull-through demand needed.

According to its product development team, the most
important selling point would be that the Digital
Furnace “basket of algorithms” could help cable
operators defer significant network infrastructure
investment for 18 months. While working with the
engineers to quantify this savings potential, we realized
something important. Digital Furnace was not just
delivering a “delayed investment” opportunity; they
were offering the potential for cable operators to
double or triple the voice traffic on their existing net-
works. If Digital Furnace technology was incorporated
into the cable products that operators were buying,
they could significantly enhance income from voice-
based traffic, without any significant network
upgrades.

We quickly redefined Digital Furnace as the engine
that could help cable operators double—or triple—
their revenue from voice-based traffic. Markets

Worldwide developed a full marketing outreach
program—including website, white papers, marketing
collateral, PR program, trade show participation and
targeted meetings with key buyers—to communicate
this value to cable operators, analysts, media and
others influencing this market. Almost immediately,
Philips, Texas Instruments and Broadcom became
very interested in Digital Furnace, resulting in a $136
million acquisition by Broadcom a few months later.

Post-acquisition, we continued work with Broadcom
to support Digital Furnace products and other related
product lines. Major PR projects included promotion
of Broadcom cable products worldwide, including
European product launches, and marketing support
for a new Broadcom China office.


